Using the fractional integration and differentiation on R we build the fractional jet fibre bundle on a differentiable manifold and we emphasize some important geometrical objects. Euler-Lagrange fractional equations are described. Some significant examples from mechanics and economics are presented.
Introduction
The operators of fractional differentiation have been introduced by Leibnitz, Liouville, Riemann, Grunwal and Letnikov [6] . The fractional derivatives and integrals are used in the description of some models in mechanics, physics [6] , economics [4] and medicine [11] . The fractional variational calculus [1] is an important instrument in the analysis of such models. The Euler-Lagrange equations are non-autonomous fractional differential equations in those models.
In this paper we present the fractional jet fibre bundle of order k on a differentiable manifold as being J αk (R, M) = R×Osc αk (M), α ∈ (0, 1), k ∈ N * .
The fibre bundle J αk is built in a similar way as the fibre bundle E k by R. Miron [9] . Among the geometrical structures defined on J α (R, M) we consider the dynamical fractional connection and the fractional Euler-Lagrange equations associated with a function defined on J αk (R, M). In section 2 we describe the fractional operators on R and some of their properties which are used in the paper. In section 3 we describe the fractional osculator bundle of order k. In section 4 the fractional jet fibre bundle J α (R, M) is defined, the fractional dynamical connection is built and the fractional Euler-Lagrange equations are established using the notion of fractional extremal value and classical extremal value on J αk (R, M). In section 5 we consider some examples and applications. 
2. If {α n } n≥0 is a real number sequence with lim
and the norms
0 (R) with respect to the two norms from above, respectively. In [6] it is proved that the operators D 
In the following we shall consider the fractional derivatives defined above.
3 The fractional osculator bundle of order k on a differentiable manifold Let α ∈ (0, 1] be fixed and M a differentiable manifold of dimension n. Two curves ρ, σ : I → R, with ρ(0) = σ(0) = x 0 ∈ M, 0 ∈ I, have a fractional contact α of order k ∈ N * in x 0 , if for any f ∈ F (U), x 0 ∈ U, U a chart on M, it holds
where a = 1, k. The relation (13) is an equivalence relation. The equivalence
is called the fractional k -osculator space of M in x 0 and it will be denoted by Osc αk x 0 (M). If the curve ρ : I → M is given by x i = x i (t), t ∈ I, i = 1, n, then, considering the formula (11), the class [ρ] αk x 0 , may be written as
where t ∈ (−ε, ε). We shall use the notation
for i = 1, n and a = 1, k. By definition, the fractional osculator bundle of order r is the fibre bundle (Osc
, the fractional derivative of order α, α ∈ (0, 1), with respect to the variable x i , is defined by
where x i are the coordinate functions on U, ∂ ∂x i , i = 1, n, is the canonical base of the vector fields on U and
with det
and let us define the 1-forms d(
Using (18) and the property D
Using the notation
from (19) we get
From (21) it follows that
Considering the notation from (15) we have
Also, from (15) we deduce
where i = 1, n. Applying the operator D α t in the relation (24) we find
where a = 1, k. 
4 The fractional jet bundle of order k on a differentiable manifold; geometrical objects
By definition, the k-order fractional jet bundle is the space
and, respectively, the corresponding coordinates (x i ), (x i ) and (t,
The transformations of coordinates are given bȳ
Consider the functions (t)
) and the operators
The following relations hold:
On J α (R, M) we may define the canonical structures
Using (29) it is easy to show that the structures (31) have geometrical character. The space of the operators generated by the operators {D
). For α → 1 the space of these operators represents the space of the vector fields on π
for i = 1, n. In local coordinates FODE is given by
where
The integral curves of the field FODE are the solutions of the fractional differential equation (EDF )
The fractional dynamical connection on J α (R, M) is defined by the fractional tensor fields α H of type (1, 1) which satisfy the conditions
where α V is formed by operators generated by {D
The tensor field α H has a geometrical character, fact which results by using the relations (29), and is called a d α -tensor field. Using the relations (30) and (31) we get
b) The fractional dynamical connection
c) The fractional tensor fields α l and α m which are defined by
where I is the identity map, satisfy the relations
d) The fractional vector field
defines a field FODE associated to the fractional dynamical connection. The integral curves are the solutions of the EDF
Let L ∈ C ∞ (J α (R, M)) be a fractional Lagrange function. By definition, the Cartan fractional 1-form is the 1-form
We call the Cartan fractional 2-form, the 2-form
where d α is the fractional exterior differential:
In the chart (π
An important structure on J α (R, M) is described by the fractional EulerLagrange equations. Let c :
The action of L along the curve c α is defined by
Let c ε : t ∈ [0, 1] → (x i (t, ε)) ∈ M be a family of curves, where ε is sufficiently small so that Imc ε ⊂ U, c 0 (t) = c(t), D 
The action (50) has an extremal value if
Using the properties of the fractional derivative we obtain
Proposition 6. a) A necessary condition for the action (50) to reach a fractional extremal value is that c(t) satisfies the fractional Euler-Lagrange equations
where i = 1, n.
b) A necessary condition for the action (50) to reach an extremal value is that c(t) satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations
The equations (53) may be written in the form
for i = 1, n. The equations (54) may be written as
where i = 1, n. Let us denote by
and by
From (55) and from Proposition 5,
Let c ε : t ∈ [0, 1] → (x i (t, ε)) ∈ M be a family of curves, where the absolute value of ε is sufficiently small so that
The action of L on the curve c ε is given by
The action (59) has an extremal value if
Proposition 7. a) A necessary condition for the action (58) to reach a fractional extremal value is that c(t) satisfies the fractional Euler-Lagrange equations
and i = 1, n.
b) A necessary condition that the action (58) reaches an extremal value is that c(t) satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations
Example. Consider the fractional differential equation
The equation (66) is the fractional Euler-Lagrange equation (62) for the function
The equation (66) is the fractional Euler-Lagrange equation (64) for the function
5 Examples and applications
The nonhomogeneous Bagley-Torvik equation
The dynamics of a flat rigid body embedded in a Newton fluid is described by the equation . Indeed, let's consider the fractional differential equation
with α > 0. For α = the equation (68) reduces to (67). With the notations (15), the equation (68) becomes
On the bundle J 4α (R, R) let us consider the Lagrange function
Using the relation (65), the Euler-Lagrange equation for (70) is , with the Lagrange function given by
2. Differential equations of order one, two and three which admit fractional Lagrangians The following differential equations don't have classical Lagrangians such that the Euler-Lagrange equation represents the given equation:
...
Let us associate the fractional equations from below to the equations (73), (74) and (75), respectively:
The Euler-Lagrange equation of (79) is
The Euler-Lagrange equation of (81) is 
In the category of the equations (74) and (75) there are: a) the nonhomogeneous classical friction equation
b) the nonhomogeneous model of Phillips [8] x(t) + a 1ẋ (t) + b 1 x(t) + f (t) = 0,
c) the nonhomogeneous business cycle with innovation [8] ... y (t) + a 2ÿ (t) + a 1ẏ (t) + b 1 x(t) + f (t) = 0.
Conclusions
The paper presents the main differentiable structures on J α (R, M), in order to describe fractional differential equations and ordinary differential equations, using Lagrange functions defined on J α (R, M). With the help of the methods shown, there may be analyzed other models, such as those found in [4] and [11] .
